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Abstract—Each day that goes by is a day closer to the day in
which all vehicles will move autonomously, with no need for any
sort of human aid to make decisions. In order for autonomous
vehicles to become a reality, the sharing of information between
all intervening parties in a vehicle network, such as vehicles
and infrastructures, is necessary. This share of information must
be reliable, assuring that no relevant information is lost, and,
on the other hand, the information delivery must be done
with a small latency, in order for all the network nodes to be
updated as best as possible. Thus, emerged the need to create
architectures that support these requirements for applications
that can make decisions. In Europe, ETSI developed the C-
ITS architecture, on which the way of communicating between
nodes is quite innovative, when compared to traditional ways
of communication.The name of this communication mode is
’Geocast’, which enables the possibility of sending information
to a geographical area, with no need for the knowledge of the
identity of the nodes that are in such location. Because this
communication mode is recent, there are not sufficient studies in
order to take conclusions on whether it is correctly working. As
such, this work aims to implement a simplified vision of the
ETSI architecture, with special emphasis on the layer which
implements the Geocast mode of communication, in order for
students to be able to use it as a foundation for their C-ITS
applications.

I. INTRODUCTION

In modern societies, mobility and transportation have a sig-
nificant role in the organization of communities and economy.
The massive use of transportation systems created two major
problems - road accidents and traffic congestion - that need
to be solved. According to [2], road accidents are currently
one of the leading causes of death and injuries across the
globe. This has major socioeconomic impact, affecting the
well-being of communities and families, as well as health
and labor systems. Even though efforts are being made by
the automotive industry and road operators to improve vehicle
safety-systems, as well as by authorities to develop adequate
policies and educate citizens, the fact that accident’s statistics
are far from an acceptable level still remains as a problem that
must be tackled in modern society, as stated in [29].

The evolution of sensor technology, location systems and
mobile wireless communications created the opportunity to
address these problems in a different and more efficient way
under the scope of Cooperative Intelligent Transport Systems
(C-ITS). In C-ITS systems, the vehicles and infrastructures
autonomously create a network - a Vehicular Ad-hoc NET-
work (VANET). VANETs, designed to provide short range

communication with very low latency and (almost) guaranteed
delivery.

In C-ITS systems, the nodes cooperate by sensing the
environment and sharing their own information with their
neighbour so that they can improve the knowledge of the
”world”. The major goal of this cooperation process is en-
hancing the information available for decisions, that would
be otherwise very complicated for the drivers to grasp, by
consulting the neighbours in the node’s vicinity. These systems
allow vehicles to become less dependent of drivers’ decisions,
leading to the evolution of autonomous vehicles. Advanced
road safety and traffic efficiency applications are the major
goals of C-ITS systems, although other applications may also
be used. Examples of possible use cases of C-ITS applications
are pre-crash warning, platooning and optimal speed advisor.
Although very different in their purpose and usage, these
applications share a common set of requirements, such as the
need of very fast and reliable dissemination of information to
all nodes that are within a certain geographical area. Delivering
information to nodes based on their location requires a new
type of communication - geocast communication, with the
delivery of information being based on the node’s location
instead of the IP address. Neither geocast nor reliable and
low-latency delivery are supported by current Internet Protocol
Stack.

Throughout the years, several systems were created in
order to operate in vehicular networks [8, 27], although
these systems were designed under different structures and
protocols, which became an obstacle in applying such systems
to create a standardized usage in every vehicular network
node. To prevent the appearance of vendor-dependents and
non-interoperable solutions, there has been a huge effort by
the regulatory entities, namely the United States of America
[12], Europe [24] and Japan [9] in creating standards that
allow the development of applications that can run in similar
architectures and across different manufacturers.

The standardization in Europe started in the beginning
of 2010 by ETSI (European Telecommunications Standards
Institute) and some changes are still happening, despite the
overall architecture having been completed. ETSI proposes a
completely new protocol architecture with just four layers -
Applications, Facilities, Transport & Network and Access -
and management and security as vertical entities that cross all
layers.



One of the core components of this architecture is the
Network layer protocol, usually called Geonetworking proto-
col, standardized in [23]. This protocol aims at supporting
the entire set of communication modes, including unicast,
multicast and geocast, using location information to identify
the nodes and ensuring end-to-end delivery of data with very
strict latency requirements, within the range of milliseconds.
Some geocast protocols have already been developed, being
IVG [1], Cached Geocast [7], Abiding Geocast [6], DRG
[22], ROVER [25], DG-CastoR [37] the most relevant ones.
Each protocol implements isolated and independent concepts
of these new ways of communication, while GeoNetworking
intends to implement all the concepts, with every interaction
idealized, towards the unification of VANET’s communication.

A. Motivation

With the current state of the art, there aren’t sufficient
studies and investigation that demonstrate the correct perfor-
mance of the overall architecture. Although there are already
some systems implemented, they are most commonly found in
industrial companies, not being available for scientific studies
in a wide community.

Some components of the architecture have already been
studied, for instance the protocols of the lower layer [3, 11],
and these studies are related to the American architecture,
WAVE (Wireless Access in the Vehicular Environment). The
studies of these isolated protocols have made no effort to
investigate how the applications can use the features and
neither have they been able to establish a protocol that could
implement Geocast. As a consequence, these tests are not
suitable to make conclusions about the evolution of ETSI’s
architecture evolution.

Thus, with this thesis, it is necessary to develop an exper-
imental platform that includes the core principles of ETSI’s
architecture and that allows quick and prototyped validation
of applications, as well as the architecture as a whole.

II. BACKGROUND

C-ITS systems use technology that allow vehicles to com-
municate with each other and with other infrastructures of
the road, such as traffic lights. These communications are
made between cooperative nodes, that have the ability to
gather information about their surroundings and share this
knowledge with other nodes. Based on received information,
these nodes know what is happening around them and can
make decisions [21]. Taking in the example of a vehicle that
was circulating on a highway and suddenly has an accident,
if this vehicle is a cooperative node, it can send an alert
with relevant data about the accident (location, time of the
accident...) to the other nodes of the network and the vehicles
that precede it can make a decision based on these alerts, like
choosing other trajectories. Thus, the nodes’ ability to obtain
information about the environment that surrounds them led
to new applications, that create messages about events that
should be spread across the nodes’ network, in order to know
real-time events and making decisions accordingly.

To support these new groups of applications, it was nec-
essary to develop a new protocols’ architecture. This work
approaches C-ITS architecture, normalized by ETSI, that is
described in the following sections.

A. ETSI reference architecture
ETSI proposed a reference architecture, common to all type

of network nodes. This architecture, presented in standard EN
302 665 [13] is represented in figure 1 and has six layers:
Applications, Facilities, Transport Network, Access, Security
and Management.

Fig. 1. Reference architecture for ITS communications. [13]

• Applications - layer responsible for enabling commu-
nications between C-ITS applications, through available
services for each one of these systems.

• Facilities - layer responsible to store applications’ com-
mon information, to both be accessed and provided to
other layers.

• Transport & Network - layer responsible for commu-
nication between processes and nodes, addressing and
verifying if data to transport has no errors.

• Access - layer responsible to establish the transmission
of data to the medium.

• Security - layer responsible to assure that communication
in all the layers of the protocol stack is safe.

• Management - layer responsible to manage the configu-
ration of an C-ITS node.

In the next section, a more detailed explanation of layers
Applications, Facilities and Transport& Network is given,
since this work will focus more thoroughly in these layers.

B. Application layer
Throughout the years, cooperative applications have been

classified in many different ways, confirmed in the analysis
of many scientific papers [38], [26]. As the standardization of
this sector was improving, these applications were classified in
three groups: Road Safety, Traffic Efficiency and Other Appli-
cations [14]. From each one of these groups, ETSI defined the
set of applications that constitute the Basic Set of Application
(BSA)[14]. This set corresponds to the applications that must
be initially provided to develop C-ITS business growth.

• Road Safety - Road Safety applications have as their
main goal to manage emergency situations and to prevent
collisions.

• Traffic Management - Traffic Management applications
were created to give information on circulating conditions
that could improve traffic flow.
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Cooperative applications work in a very similar way, regard-
less of their category, having the following basic requirements:

• to provide cooperative awareness, specific messages are
transmitted with no restrictions, without a limited dura-
tion;

• to support notification of events, event messages are
transmitted as long as the event is valid;

• it is mandatory that the messages are sent periodically,
with a frequency between 1 and 10 Hz;

• messages are sent to every node of the neighbourhood,
through broadcast, or sent to a specific Region-Of-Interest
(ROI);

• the maximum reasonable latency varies between 50 and
500 ms.

C. Facilities Layer

Facilities layer described in standard TS 102 637-1 [15]
is responsible for generating support services to applications,
in order to allow several nodes to share a common service.
It is on this layer that standard messages are defined, so
that every node has access to data described in the same
structure. Thus, the definition of the cooperative environment
depends on sending/receiving the following messages: Co-
operative Awareness Message (CAM) [16] and Distributed
Environmental Notification Message (DENM) [17].

This section describes the services that manage the mes-
sages CAM and DENM: Cooperative Awareness Service (CA
service) and Distributed Environmental Notification Service
(DEN service), respectively.

1) CA service: The CA service disseminates CAM mes-
sages that are used by other nodes to improve the awareness
of the environment. These messages contain the node’s static
and dynamic information, such as the station type, time,
position, speed, among others. CAM is periodically sent, with
a frequency that varies between 1 and 10 Hz. In [5] the
transmission rate of CAM was studied and was concluded that
a single node can easily receive 500 CAM every second. The
authors suggested that, to restrict the amount of received data,
application should select the most relevant CAM, possibly
occurring omission or not having the most recent information
possible.

2) DEN service: The DEN service is used to disseminate
events that allow other nodes to be informed on abnormal
conditions that either impact road safety or traffic efficiency.
A DENM contains information that describes the event and its
evolution. These messages can be transmitted until the event
that generated them has ended, which can lead to a long period
of time.

D. Geocast communication concept

As present in ETSI standards and in a document
produced by EU-US ITS Task Force with considerations
about GeoNetworking [20], Geocast is the communication
mode used when sending a message to a specific geographic
area is necessary. This communication mode is very specific,
since it sends its messages to a location, without knowing

if that location has nodes inside of it. This and many other
questions are presented when Geocast is studied. Maybe the
most important question about this issue is the ability of a
node to transmit a message to a geographic area, giving the
different forwarding techniques used in different cases. In this
subsection, these forwarding techniques are explained, from
the beginning of the process, until the end.

When a node intends to send a message to a Region
of Interest (ROI), it is mandatory to have awareness of its
surroundings and, on the other hand, to make itself ”alive” for
other nodes, so that these can also know of its existence. To
do so, a node will send the CAM message to its neighbours.
This message will be sent in Single-Hop Broadcast mode
(SHB), which consists of broadcasting the message in only
one step, as showed in figure 2. Thereby, the node will warn its
direct neighbours of its presence. However, this routing mode
is not bidirectional, which means that the sender node will
not receive any confirmation of the reception of its message
by other nodes, making the reception of a CAM message
sent by other nodes the only way possible to know about its
surroundings.

Fig. 2. Single-Hop Broadcast.

After the node is able to have awareness of its surroundings,
it has to find where the ROI is located. If the transmitter node
is located inside of the geographic area, the DENM message
will be GeoBroadcasted, that is to say the message will be
broadcasted, based on the transmitter’s geographic location
and size/format of ROI (figure 3).

Fig. 3. GeoBroadcast.

On the other hand, if a transmitter node is not located inside
of ROI, firstly, it is necessary to find if ROI places before
or after the transmitter node. To do so, a message is sent in
Topologically-Scoped Broadcast (TSB), which means that this
message will also be broadcast but the number of given steps
is counted (figure 12). The number of steps is limited, so that
the overhead does not increase significantly. If the node could
not find ROI, it is necessary to increase the number of steps.

When ROI is found, the transmitter node needs to send its
DENM message to ROI. DENM message can be transmitted
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Fig. 4. Topologically-Scoped Broadcast.

by GeoUnicast, where a transmitter node sends its message to
a specific node inside of ROI - figure 5(a); or by GeoAnycast,
where a transmitter node sends its message to any node inside
ROI-figure 5(b). In both cases, the message is sent hop-by-
hop, passing by relays. Relays are helping nodes that forward
the message, without processing it. There are some protocols
that use the features of relays, like IVG, Cached Geocast and
DRG.

(a) Same direction GeoUnicast.

(b) Same direction Anycast.

Fig. 5. Comparision of forwarding techniques GeoUnicast e GeoAnycast.

GeoUnicast and GeoAnycast are used when ROI is located
behind or ahead of the transmitting node. In the specific
case where ROI is behind the transmitting node, GeoUnicast
and GeoAnycast use as relays the nodes that move in an
opposite direction as the transmitting node. This technique is
called Reverse Direction and is usually used in environments
like the highway (figure 6). The DTSG protocol [36] uses
this technique, specially because vehicles circulating in the
opposite direction are dislocating towards ROI and, given
the high speeds they can reach, the message will reach its
destination much faster.

Fig. 6. Reverse Direction GeoUnicast.

Finally, the message is propagated by GeoBroadcast in the
specific geographical region.

These forwarding techniques are explained in standards
EN 302 636-1 and EN 302 636-2. It was only because of
these concepts that Networking and Transport layer was
standardized.

E. Transport Protocol - BTP

In standard EN 636-4-1 [18] the transport protocol that
cooperative applications use is described: Basic Transport Pro-
tocol (BTP). This protocol has as main objective to multiplex
messages coming from the facilities layer (CAM and DENM)
in order to send them through the network protocol and, on
the other hand, dis-multiplex incoming messages if the node
behaves as a destination node. To identify the ITS nodes,
the concept of port from IP protocol is used, as long as the
source and destination ports are well defined. Similarly to what
happens with IP protocols concerning with UDP, the network
protocol will be responsible to deliver packages to ITS nodes
and BTP protocol delivers these packages to the facilities layer
that will process the information received and perhaps send it
to a C-ITS application. Therefore, the BTP protocol can be
compared to the UDP protocol since it is considered a light
protocol (its header only has 4 bytes) and it is not trustworthy,
since packages can arrive out-of-order, duplicated or might not
even arrive to its destination.

F. Network Protocol - GeoNetworking

In ETSI EN 302.636 group of standards is described the
network protocol that cooperative applications use: GeoNet-
working. This is the protocol that implements geocast concept
presented previously that, shortly, uses the geographic location
to decide where to disseminate messages. It is extremely
important to learn how this protocol generates the nodes’
address and how it makes possible the forwarding of messages.

• Geographic Addressing - Unlike typical network pro-
tocols, where nodes of a network need to have an
identification, like an IP address, to be able to disseminate
messages, GeoNetworking Protocol does not need to
know nodes’ identification to be able to send messages.
It only needs to know the geographic area to cover and
messages are sent to the nodes that belong to that region.

• Geographic Forwarding - To forward packets, it is
assumed that networks’ nodes have knowledge of their
surroundings and that theses packages have a specific
geographic location or area as a destination. Therefore,
when a node receives a package, it compares the geo-
graphic region with its own geographic location, as well
as with its neighbours geographic locations and takes
actions accordingly: obtains the package information to
process and transmits it, transmits the package without
processing its information or simply ignores the package.
Thus, forwarding tables are not necessary, since it would
be completely unbearable for these networks with such
distinct features.

Although the GeoNetworking protocol does not specif-
ically need to use the IP protocol, ITS nodes also have to
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behave has internet routers or hosts, which means that they
have to use this protocol. The specifications that need to be
fulfilled so that ITS nodes can support IPv6 are described in
standard 302 636-6-1 [19].

In the specific case of using GeoNetworking in VANETs,
this protocol meets the specifications of these types of net-
works: it is very efficient for networks with high mobility of
the nodes and with variable geometry. With particular focus on
C-ITS applications, since its messages need to be transmitted
quickly and with guaranteed spread, GeoNetworking is the
most suitable protocol.

The following section gives an overall view of the architec-
ture to be implemented.

III. ARCHITECTURE

The main purpose of the solution implemented in this thesis
is the possibility to send messages to a geographic location,
without knowing if there are any nodes in that region to
receive them. In addition, the messages flow has to have low
latency and with guaranteed throughput. The layer of ETSI’s
architecture that implements these features is GeoNetworking
and, as a consequence, the main focus of this software’s
architecture is GeoNetworking. The next section presents the
architecture of the components developed for the implemented
solution.

The implementation of the geocast concept presented has
to fulfill all application performance requirements (both tra-
ditional and cooperative applications). Considering that these
nodes are a part of dynamic VANETs, the state of the node’s
surrounding can change rapidly, given the fact that these nodes
are mainly vehicles that are moving very fast and usually
with an unknown trajectory, making sudden changes to their
course. When a node is inserted in such dynamic networks,
it must save self-state information, as well as neighbour-state
information, in order to have knowledge of itself and of its
surroundings, as updated as possible. When a network has such
specific features related with its dynamic, the identification of
the nodes cannot be handled with IP addresses, as used in
traditional applications. Therefore, the key factor to identify
nodes in this architecture is their location. GeoNetworking
layer is the one responsible to store and update the information
of the nodes - LocalInfo Service, to send its information to
other nodes, so that they know it exists - Beaconing Service,
to generate the message that the application wants to send to
a specific geographic region, - GeoMessage Handling Service,
and to identify the location of a specific node - Location
Service.

Thus, in order to meet the requirements that were just
explained, GeoNetworking layer has four main services:

• LocalInfo Service - service responsible for maintaining
the information about the node updated, such as its
identification and location.

• Beaconing Service - service responsible for having up-to-
date information about the node’s neighbourhood either
by sending its own keep-alive (beacons) messages to its

1-hop neighbours or by receiving and managing beacons
received from its neighbours.

• GeoMessage Handling Service - service responsible for
managing the transmission and reception of messages
regarding the forwarding techniques..

• Location Service - service responsible for finding the
location of a specific node, when the node needs to send
a GeoUnicast message to an unknown destination.

Figure 7 shows the global architecture of GeoNetworking
Layer and the interaction this layer has with adjacent layers
(Facilities and Access).

Fig. 7. Global Architecture with focus on GeoNetworking Layer.

The next section shows the overall implementation of the
designed system.

IV. IMPLEMENTATION

As stated before, the system aims to create a platform that
enables students to create their own applications and evaluate
the performance in an environment similar to reality, as much
as possible.

In order to perform tests with this platform, a toy city was
created with infrastructures and vehicles that are equipped
with a low-cost sensing and computing platform to execute
this software. Raspberry Pi single-board computing platform
was selected to deploy the geocast platform due, to the good
ratio in terms of performance, flexibility and cost it offers.
Performance studies may also be realized by emulating a set
of nodes (non-physical devices) that are part of the network
and represent situations of different traffic intensity. Therefore,
the software used for the nodes will be the same used for
emulation purposes. Figure 8 depicts an example of the city
model currently used by the students.

The Geocast platform represents the ETSI standard perspec-
tive of a VANET, although some simplifications were needed
to allow the deployment in the computing platforms selected.

A. Implementation options

In terms of implementation, there were a few important
options that were taken in order to satisfy the goal of our
system.

Firstly, and since it will be mainly used for education and
research purposes, the Python 3 language was chosen because
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Fig. 8. SmartMob system

it focuses on code readability and it is one of the programming
languages that students learn to use. The fact that Python can
be used in embedded systems was also an important feature. In
[39], it is stated that Python is the fastest-growing language for
embedded computing, given its simplicity to write and its well-
defined data structures, that manage memory without extra
coding. This is an important feature since students will test
its performance in machines with lots of nodes, to get closer
to reality. These machines can be their personal computers or
Raspberry Pi [raspberrypi] provided in class.

The Geonetwork platform offers a set of functionalities that
spawn over different layers of the protocol stack and must be
performed concurrently.

The main services of the GeoNetworking layer were created
with threads [35]. Other possible structures to use instead of
threads would be processes [33]. Threads were chosen because
they have lighter weight operations, share memory with the
process they belong to, making inter-thread communication
faster (a critical point in this work) [4]. Communication
between threads is done with event objects [31]. This data class
was used whenever a thread needed to activate another and to
make a thread do something with a pre-defined periodicity.
To send/receive messages between threads, queues [34] were
used. It was decided to use this method, since queues reduce
the memory cost for storing thread stacks in the application’s
memory space, reduce the code to create, configure, manage
and schedule work with threads. In overall, queues make
possible to simplify the code and is highly efficient in terms
of managing threads, as explained in [28]. Messages passed
between threads need to have a well-defined structure and
in compliance with ETSI’s standards. To accomplish this
attribute, the messages are stored in dictionaries [30] that,
although are not the usual way of storing information, they
are more flexible to maintain. To place these dictionaries in
the queues, they are firstly converted in text using JSON [10]
and, when they are retrieved from another thread, they are
converted back to its original structure.

To make possible the communication between different
nodes, IPv6 UDP sockets were used to communicate with
every node of the neighbourhood. Since this is a software that
has to run in Raspberry Pi and the network interface is not

well-defined, a solution that is already well documented and
uses 802.11a was the simplest way to put the nodes communi-
cating with each other, although this is not the protocol used in
cooperative applications. IPv6 was used instead of IPV4 and
UDP multicast instead of TCP to make the solution closer to
the standards.

This software also registers its states in a log file [32] to
extract its results and draw conclusions about its performance.
The disadvantage of using log files is that it requires more
storage, since the information placed in these files can increase
exponentially with the time that the software is running.

The next section gives a straightforward view of the main
structures implemented, to give an overall vision of the solu-
tion implemented.

B. Software organization

In figure 9 is presented a simple view of the implemented
solution. As stated before, the main focus of this work is the
GeoNetworking layer described in ETSI’s standards but, in
order to test its performance, a simple implementation of the
adjacent layers were required. Thus, this software implements
Facilities, GeoNetworking and Access layers.

Firstly, the software has services implemented with threads,
so it can be receiving and transmitting information at the same
time, independently of other services. Additional threads were
created to simulate the Access and Facilities layer. As far as
GeoNetworking is concerned, some of the services had to be
divided into 2 sub-services, since it is requires the transmission
and reception of information simultaneously (same colours
represent the same service).

As far as communication between threads is concerned, this
is made with queues. There are queues to transmit data (for ex-
ample, the queues to send/receive data) and queues to put data
that cannot be transmitted immediately (for example, when the
location service is pending or there are no neighbours).

As far as data structure is concerned, GN ADDR, LPV and
LocTable are structures that are shared between all threads and,
when one of these structures is being updated, a lock is used to
prevent unsyncronization writings to these structures. Lastly,
there are events to establish execution timings or to terminate
the execution.

Fig. 9. Components and interactions of the main program GeoNetworking.py.
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V. RESULTS

To make sure that the solution implemented would perform
accordingly to the parameters of this system, several tests
occured. The results taken for each one of the performed tests
are presented in this section and were based on the log files
created in each one of these tests.

Before assembly the entire system, a set of unit tests have
been made in order to verify if each one of the components
is complaint with the expected behaviour. These tests were
performed in the same machine, in order to retrieve the
machine’s timing to take conclusions about its performance. To
test each one of the services independently, a simple network
with 4 nodes was created, with fixed coordinates, as shown in
figure 10

Fig. 10. Unit tests scenario.

The following subsections describe these unit tests.
1) Single-Hop Broadcast: As stated before, Single-Hop

Broadcast is the communication mode where a message is
sent to 1-hop neighbours. A real situation that could use SHB
communication mode is when a node wants to send a CA
message to help other nodes improve their awareness of the
environment.

With the scenario described in 10, node 1 will be sending
5 CA messages. Since the only direct neighbour of node 1
is node 2, this is the node that can receive the CA message.
The log files and the message diagram in figure 11 shows that
only node 2 receives the message after an average of 1363 ms,
leading to the conclusion that SHB fulfills basic requirements.

Fig. 11. Message diagram of SHB test.

2) Topologically-Scoped Broadcast: As stated before,
Topologically-Scoped Broadcast is the communication mode
where a message is sent to n-hop neighbours. A real situation
where a node could use TSB communication is when a vehicle
receives a message of an accident from another vehicle and
wants to spread this information to its closest neighbours.

With the scenario described in 10, node 1 will be sending 5
DEN messages to 2-hop neighbours, meaning that node 2 and
3 have to receive this message, and node 4 cannot receive any
message. The log files and the message diagram in figure 12
shows that nodes 2 and 3 receive the messages after an average
of 1158 ms, leading to the conclusion that TSB fulfills basic
requirements.

Fig. 12. Message diagram of TSB test.

3) GeoBroadcast: As stated before, GeoBroadcast is the
communication mode where a message is sent to all the nodes
that are in a ROI. A real situation that could use GeoB mode
would be when a vehicle has an accident and wants to alert a
ROI, so that the vehicles in that geographic location can take
other route.

With the scenario described in 10, node 1 will be sending
a DEN message to a ROI where nodes 3 and 4 belong. The
expected outcome is that node 2 is the relay, which means that
it only forwards the message, not processing it, and that node
3 and 4 receive it. The log files and the message diagram in
figure 13 shows that nodes 3 and 4 receive the messages after
an average of 510 ms, leading to the conclusion that GeoB
fulfills basic requirements.

Fig. 13. Message diagram of GeoB test.

4) GeoAnycast: As stated before, GeoAnycast is the com-
munication mode where a message is sent to any node located
in ROI. A real situation that could use this mode of communi-
cation would be when a vehicle has a mechanical malfunction
and wants to alert only a single vehicle of the ROI, so it can
alert its neighbours. With this, node 1 will not fill the network
of nodes that will not process these message.

With the scenario described in 10, node 1 will be sending
a DEN message to a ROI where nodes 3 and 4 belong. The
expected outcome is identical with the GeoB but instead of
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node 3 and 4 receive the message, only the closest node will
receive the message (in this case, it will be node 3).

The log files and the message diagram in figure 14 shows
that node 3 receives the messages after 741 ms, leading to the
conclusion that GeoA fulfills basic requirements.

Fig. 14. Message diagram of GeoA test.

5) GeoUnicast: As stated before, GeoUnicast is the com-
munication mode where a message is sent to a specific
destination. A real situation that could use this mode of
communication would be when a vehicle has a mechanical
malfunction and wants to alert a police station that is located
in its proximity. With the scenario described in 10, node 1 will
be sending a DEN message to the position (2;1). Since node 2
is at this position and is node 1 neighbour, the communication
has to be established.

The log files and the message diagram in figure 15 shows
that node 2 receives the messages after an average of 817 ms,
leading to the conclusion that GeoA fulfills basic requirements.

Fig. 15. Message diagram of GeoU test.

To test if node 1 can send GeoU messages to a destination
that exists, but this node doesn’t have that information yet,
the component that is actually being tested is the Location
Service.

A. Location Service
Once again, Location Service is the one responsible to find

if there is a node in a specific location. This service is triggered
when a GeoU message needs to be sent, but the destination
is unknown. The Location Service will be considered well
implemented if a GeoU message needs to be transmitted, the
sender node does not have knowledge of the existence of
that destination node and, after a short period of time, the
destination receives the GeoU message. To simplify the results
of the tests made to this service, node 4 was removed from
the scenario described in 10.

In this test, node 1 wants to send a message to the destina-
tion (3;1), corresponding to node 3 position. This node exists

but node 1 does not know of its existence. In this case, the
timeout is long enough so that the location service does not
stop until node 3 replies to node 1. When node 1 receives the
LS Reply, it flushes the buffer where GeoU is stored. Node 2
acts as the relay, which means that, when it receives the GeoU
message, it only forwards it, without processing it. This test
was successful and happened as showed in the log files and
in figure 16.

Fig. 16. Message diagram of the second LS test.

B. Beaconing Service

As stated before, this is the service responsible to send
periodic messages to the neighbours of a node, to make
itself visible in the network; on the other hand, this is the
service responsible to process the received beacons by other
nodes, to allow the node to have a bigger knowledge of
its surroundings. This will be the test that will confirm the
performance requirements. In this scenario, nodes 1-8 will
be sending beacons to the network with 100 ms periodicity.
Figure 17 shows the time-chart of the reception of beacons in
the last node started in the raspberry pi zero (node 8).

Fig. 17. Evolution of beacons’ reception through time in node 8, running in
raspberry pi zero, with 100 ms of periodicity.

The table 1 shows the average and standard deviation of the
reception of beacons sent by each of the nodes.

Figure 18 shows the time-chart of the reception of beacons
in the last node started in the macOS (node 7), with 100 ms
of periodicity.

The table II shows the average and standard deviation of
the reception of beacons sent by each of the nodes.

Given the results presented in I and II, it is possible to
conclude that both node 8 and node 7 receive beacons with
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NodeID Average (ms) Standard Deviation (ms)

Node 1 542 612
Node 2 536 462
Node 3 585 576
Node 4 586 523
Node 5 511 605
Node 6 586 464
Node 7 490 684

TABLE I
AVERAGE AND STANDARD DEVIATION FOR THE RECEPTION OF BEACONS

IN NODE 8, FROM EACH NODE.

Fig. 18. Evolution of beacons’ reception through time in node 7, running in
macOS, with 100 ms of periodicity.

an average periodicity of 548 ms and 480 ms, respectively,
making a total average of 514 ms. Given the fact that the
requirements of C-ITS applications can have a maximum
reasonable latency of 500 ms, the performance of the software
has very close results to the requirements specified in this
architecture, even when the software is running in systems
less potencial than the system implemented in real-life nodes,
such as vehicles and RSU’s.

VI. CONCLUSION

The major achievements of the present work are the im-
plementation of GeoNetworking layer, fulfilling the require-
ments described in ETSI standards: messages are sent in a
periodic time, as long as a certain event is taking place;
the frequency of transmitted messages is reduced, as well
as receiving latency; messages are broadcasted depending on
the location of the nodes. The implemented software is also
very versatile, whereas it can be placed together with other
softwares, such as applications layer simulator, and can be
easily changed, accordingly to the evolution of the standards.

NodeID Average (ms) Standard Deviation (ms)

Node 1 441 439
Node 2 527 515
Node 3 490 488
Node 4 475 413
Node 5 462 401
Node 6 474 443
Node 8 492 445

TABLE II
AVERAGE AND STANDARD DEVIATION FOR THE RECEPTION OF BEACONS

IN NODE 7, FROM EACH NODE.

The biggest achievement of this work is the possibility to
test the performance of the transmission and reception in non
traditional way of communication, such as geocast, where
conclusions of real systems, used in real nodes, can be taken.

A. Future Work
Since this software was developed not only for academic

reasons, but also to be used by other students, the future
work goes through the development of different applications
that test the performance of the C-ITS system as a whole,
with the implementation of BTP in the transport layer and
possibly using a real GPS-reader for the coordinates of nodes,
making other complex tests involving the biggest number of
components and with the biggest network. Some tests can
also be performed when change lifetime of packets. In shortly,
adjusting the software to simulate the real world as accurate
as possible.
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